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1. Introduction

/ UPDATING STATISTICS OF DATA

E1 i ezer A. A1 bacea1
~

Most real-time data collection systems require that "running" statistics
like the mean, standard deviation, correlation coefficient, and regression
coefficient be computed as data accumulate. In this type of data collection
system, the main concern is response time; thus, recomputing statistics from raw

data as soon as new data arrive is most undesirable. Hence, such systems use
• the values of the statistics of previous data to compute the statistics which

include the data that just came in.
Several authors have tried to solve this. problem. Hanson (1975) presented

an elegant and stable method of updating the mean and standard deviation of a
wei ghted seri es of numbers. The metnod used by Hanson was based on matri x
formulation and Givens transformation. Cotton (1975) in his remark to Hanson's
paper, suggested a straightforward method for the case of unit weights.
Cotton's suggestion was to make use of the elementary fonnula for computing the
mean and standard deviation of data. Both authors oresented a method of

• recomputing the new mean and standard deviation as one additional observation
arrives.

It is unnecessary to recompute the statistics of data as soon as one or more

observations arrive. Hence, this paper will present a method of recomputing the
mean and standard deviation based on previous statistics, and the sum and number
of observations of the newly arrived data. Moreover, the method will be
extended to include a method of updating the- correlation coefficient and
regression coefficient for a two-variable relationship.

2. The Bases for Computing A1gorithns

• Following Cotton's sugge!'t'ion, one can derive a fonnula for recomputing the
mean, standard deviation, correlation coefficient and regression coefficient
based on the previous val ue of the sai d stati stics as SOOil as one observation
comes in. The formu1 as are then extended to the case where M> 1 number of

observations are added to the previous data.
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2.1 Mean

Let:

(2.1. H

•

represent the mean of N observatiohs or data points, xl' x2' x3' ••• ,
xN• If a single observation is added to the data set, then the mean of the
N+ 1 points is computed as:

N+l
jJ'O: 1: xi/(N + 1) (2.1.2)

i=l

However, simple algebraic manipulations lead to the following result:

•
N+l

(N+l)jJ' = 1: xi =
i=l

Which then gives a computational formula for the new mean which is a function of
the mean of Nobservations and the new data point; that is

jJ' = (n jJ + XN+l)/(N+l)

If M > 1 data points are added to the data set, the mean of the N + M •

observations is given by:

"jJ (2.).3)

Again, simple algebraic manipulations provide the following results:

NiM
= N\.I + 1: Xi

i=N+l

This leads to the computational formula

NiM
\.I" = (N\.I + 1: xi)/(NiM)

i=N+l
(2.1.4)

•
which allows one to compute the mean of N+ Mobservations from the sample mean
of the original Ndata points and the sum of the additional Mdata points.

2.2 Standard Deviation

The standard deviation and SllJll of squares, respectively, of N data points
can be computed as:

•



•
N

a = ((E xl IN) - lJ2)1/2
i=l

and

N 2
E xi = N(a2 + lJ2)

i=l

where lJ is as defined in (2.1.1)

(2.2.1)

An additional observation to N data points leads to an expression for the
it standard deviation, a~ follows:

N+l
0"= ((E xf I(N+1))-lJ'2)1/2

i =1

where ~ is as defined in (2.1.2).

This can also be expressed as:

N 2 ).
a' = ( (( I: x~ + XN+ 1 I (N+1)) - IJ' 2)112

i =1

SUbstituting

fonnula:

H 2
N (a2 + lJ2) for I: xi

i=l
gives the following computatton~l

i

a' (( (N( a2 + lJ2) + xN+l )/(N+l)) _ )J '2)1/2

which gi ves the standard deviati on of N + 1 data points as a function of the

standard deviation and mean of N data points, the square of the additional
observation and mean of N+1 observations.

• In cases where more than one observation is added to the data set or in

general, Mobservations, the expression for standard deviation is given by:

NiM' 2
a" = (( E xi I(NiM)) - )J"2)1/2

i =1

Where )J" is as defined in (2.1.3). This expression ts equivalent to

N NiM 2
e " = (((E x r- + I: xi )I (NiM)) - lJ"2)112

i=l i=N+1
(2.2.2)

•
Using equation (2.2.1) a computational fonnu1a for the standard deviation of NiM
data pofnts is gi ven by:
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•
N-tM 2

a" = (((N(02 + lJ2) + r Xi ) I(N-tM)) - lJ"2)1/2
i=N+1

Note that the resulting expression for standard deviation is now a function of

the standard deviation and mean of N points. sum of squares of M additional
points and the mean of N-tM data points.

2.3 Correlation Coefficient
In cases where the data consist of more than one variable. a measure of the

relationships among variables m~ be desired. We now outline a method which can ~

be used in recomputing the correlation coefficient between variables.
The correlation coefficient between two variables X and V where each

variable has. N observations (xl' Y1)' (x2' Y2) , ..• , (xN• YN) given
by:

N N N
1. xiYi - r xi r. Yi/N)

i =1 i =1 i =1

or

r =

r

N N N N
«( r xi - (( r Xi)2 IN))( r Y1 - (( r Yi )2/N) )) 112

i=l i=l i=l i=l

N N N
(r xiYi - (( r Xi)( r Yi )/N) IN)) INaxcy
i =1 i =1 i =1

(2.3.1))

Where Ox and 0Y are standard deviations of the observat tons Doing some
manipulations on equation (2.3.1) will lead us to a simple expression for the.
sum of cross products between Xand V. This expression is:

N
r xiYi = NroxOY + Nl1xlJy

i =1

where lJ x and lY are the means of the observattons. The resulting
expression for the sum of cross products between X and Y is a function of the
correlation coefficient between X and Y, the standard deviations of variables X

and Yand the means of variables Xand Y, all based on N data points.

Suppose a pair of observations is added, that is, one observation Tor Xand
one for V. The correlation coefficient of the N+l (X,V) pairs is then equal to

•

N+1 N+1 N+1
r' (r xiYi - (( r Xi) ( r Yi)/(N+1)))/(N+1)a' xa'y

i=l i =1 i =1
(2.3.2)
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•
Where a' X and O'y are standard deviations of variables X and Y with N+l data
points. respectively. Eliminating all terms involving sunrnation in equation
(2.3.2) leads to the following computational formula:

r' = «(Nraxay + N~~ + XN+1YN+l)

- «Nllx + xN+1) (N lY + YN+1)) I (N+1) ) )I (N+1) 0' Xa'Y

Note that this expression for the correlation coefficient of N + 1 data points
is·nowa function of the correlation coefficient of and the means of variables X
and Ybased on N data points. standards deviations of variables X and Y both on

4t Nand N + 1 data points and the additional pair of observations as well as its
cross product.

In cases where M observations are added to the data set. the correlation
coefficient between Xand Ycan be written as:

NiM NiM NiM
r" = (I: xiYi - ( I: Xi) ( I: Yi) I(N-tM)) )/(N-tM)a"xa"y

i -1 i=l i=l
(2.3.3)

•
where ax and oy are the standard deviations of variables Xand Yrespectively
using NiM observations. Equation (2.3.3) can be simplified to the following
computational formula:

NiM
r" = (Nroxoy + NllxlY + I: XiYi)

i=N+1

NiM NiM
- (Nllx + I: Xi) (Nl-Y + I: Yi)) I(N+M)))/(N+M)o"xo"y

i =N+1 i =N+1
(2.3.4)

•

•

where the corre1 ation coefficient between X and Y based on HiM data points is
now a function of the standard deviations of variables X and Y based on Nand
NiM data points. means of variables X and Y based on N data points and the sum
of the additional M observations in each variable as well as the sum of cross
products of the additional Mobservations.

2.4 Regression Coefffcfent

The regression coefficient of Y on X. where each variable has Ndata points.
is given by the expression:

N N N N N
b = (I: xiYf - I: Xi I: Yi/N) I( I: xi - ( I: Xi )2/N)

i =1 i =1 f =1 i =1 f =1
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b =

which can be simplified to

N N N 2
(t XiYi - 1: Xi 1: Yi IN) I NaX
i =1 i=l i=l

(2.4.1)

•

2
where ax is the variance of variable X with N data points. Further
manipulations of equation (2.4.1) lead to a simple expression for the sum of
cross products of Xand Ybased on Ndata points. This resulting expression is
the following:

N 2
1: xiYi = Nbax + ~Xlly

i=l
(2.4.2)

Using equation (2.4.2). we can derive an expression for the regression
coefficient-of Yon Xfor N+l pairs of observations. This expression is:

N+l N+l N+l
b'= (1: xiYi _1: xi 1: Yi I(N+l)) 1(N+l)a,2

i =1 i =1 i=l x
(2.4.3)

2
where a~ is the variance of variable X based on N+l data points. Algebraic
manipulation of equation (2.4.3) will lead us to an expression for the
regression coefficient of N+l data points as a function of the regression
coefficient of Yon Xbased on Ndata points. means of variable Xand Ybased on
N data point~. variance of Xbased on N+l data points and the additional pair of
observations. The resulting expression is shown as follows:

b' = «Nbax2 + Nllxlly + XN+l YN+l)

- « NllX + xN+ll (Nlly + YN+l))1 (N+l))) /,(N+l)a';

In cases where more than one pair of observations. say M. are added to the
data set the regression coefficient of Yon Xcan be written as:

NoIM NoIM NolM 2
b" = (1: XiYi - 1: Xi 1: Yi/ (NoIM))/ (NoIM)a"x

i =1 i =1 i =1

where a"x
2

is the variance of X based on NoIM observations'.
further will result to the following computational formula:

NoIM
b" = «Nbax2 + Nllxlly + 1: xiYi)

i=l

NoIM NoIM 2

- ((Nllx + 1: Xi) (Nlly + 1: Yi)) I(NoIM))) /(NoIM)a"x
i=N+l . i=N+l
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Simplifying this

(2.4.4)
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•
Note that this produces an expression w~e~ the regression coefficient of Y on X
for,' NofM pairs of observations is a function of the variance of X and regression
coefficient based on N pairs of observations, variance of X based on NofM data
points, means of vari.ables X and Y based on N data points and sum of the M

additional observations in each variable.

3. Implementation
The above algorithms have been implemented 'in the programming language Pascal

and in C. Readers interested in the source/code may communicate with the author.
• Observe that equations (2.1.4), (2.·2.2), (2.3.4) and (2.4.4) can easily be

modified t~ include the situation where instead of additional observat tons ,

several observations are taken away from the originAl data.

4. Concluding Remarks
One consequence of extending the formula to the case of more tnan one

additional observation is the reduction of computi ng time. In real-time data
collection systems, the computer should be able to catch incoming data. If the
oomputer is busy computing statistics and new data come in, there is a great

.. possibility that some of the data that come in will be lost. However, most of
these systems are provided with interrupt mechani sms whereby catchi ng i ncomi ng
data are given pr1.ority. Only when no data come in when the systems spend time
computing statistics. But usually data come almost continuously in this type of
data collection systems, and therefore very little time is allocated to other
functions. So it might happen, especially when data keep coming 'in, that no
statistics will be produced in long periods of time. Thus computing statistics
from raw data is completely out of the question. With the reduction of time
requirement for computing statisti~s, it is therefore possi~le to get an uPdlted

statistics more often. and get values which are more representative of the data
collected at a particular instant.

• In additi on, two sets of data can be combi ned or a set of data can be
reduced and statistics can still be computed without recomputing it from raw
data. The former situation always happens with time series data where data come
in time intervals and 'statistics sometimes have to be recomputed.
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